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Yukiko

Yukiko is a NPC played by Ametheliana.

Yukiko

Species & Gender: Civilian Neko Female
Date of Birth: 32日 5月 YE 30
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Danko Clan

Rank: Samurai
Current Placement: Yamatai

Physical Description

Cyan hair and redish orange eyes (redder on top and on bottom and orange in the middle) with chalk
white skin. Small build. B cups and lithe, lean hips with a surprisingly big rear.

She has retained the following after being decommissioned from her prior Eihei body:

Reinforced Skeleton
Internal Hemosynthesis Capabilities (Enhanced)
Increased Strength (Base) NH-31 strength
Feline-like Agility
Inertia Controlling Ability Enhanced
Somatic-Projection Interlinked Neural Ensemble
Skin-based Holographic Projection
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Personality

Colorful!

History

She was born into the Ketsurui clan and then after the disgrace of the Shadow Vipers and the disbanding
of the samurai, she joined the Danko Clan. She helped find the castle the Danko clan utilizes and has
recently gone on an impromptu trip to Kyoto where she met Hanna Madsen and has decided on bringing
the SAoY Neko to the Danko Clan for training.

Skills Learned

Arts and Vocations: She excels at many trades and crafts.
Information Technology: Any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships.
Knowledge: She is familiar with the laws of the Yamatai Star Empire. * Rogue: She is great at
blending in, is a master of disguise, and the separation of herself from the Ketsurui Clan is telling of
her rogue abilities.
Fighting: Of course she can fight.

Social Connections

Yukiko is connected to:

Ketsurui Clan samurai members.
Her own clan's few members.
Hanna Madsen

Inventory & Finance

Yuiko has the following:

uwa-obi: A belt for her swords
fundoshi: For wearing during sumo or swimming
shitagi: An underclothing
katana
kusarigama: She has a chained sickle of no illustrious design and then a dual pair that are

smaller and fit into her yukata that are more ornate, golden and black
araji: Ropey woven sandals
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 Geta (footwear): Sandals, black
Jika-tabi: Socks designed for geta

Various kimono

Namida Koru currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

In the case Ametheliana becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No
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